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"GUERNICA" 2018

Matt Gondek
5 x 10" Acrylic on Canvas
Courtesy of Avenue des Arts

"What he likes? Blowing up the faces that rocked his childhood, during which he already
cherished the ambition of becoming an artist. Gondek's distinctive visual style, executed with
such precision that we might think his paintings or walls are computer made, translated the
mental disorder of protagonists like Simpsons, McDuck or Garfield. Fathered by a society always
greedy for more, it seems obvious that the world's madness rubbed off on them. Humor and
nostalgia are everywhere in the work of he who describes himself as a deconstructivist pop
artist: a technique and dexterity that has already seduced many collectors over the world."
- GRAFFITI ART MAGAZINE

www.avenuedesarts.org

contact@avenuedesarts.org

ARTIST STATEMENT
"As a child, I always loved to draw. I was a child of the 80’s, watched a lot of TV, played video
games, and read comic books. I was drawn to the super bright bold style, so I created my own
comic book in that way. That was actually my first piece of art – a comic book while I was 10
years old.
After working freelance as a digital illustrator for 5 years, I was really unhappy. I decided I
wanted to create something tangible, something that existed in the real world. The art I
created on the computer screen were just digital files. I wanted to make work you could FEEL.
Although I wasn’t satisfied with what I was doing, my background in digital illustration really
helped shape and define my painting style. Everything on the computer is so crisp and clean.
When I began painting, I tried to replicate that.

As for topics, I’ve always loved the Simpsons. I can recite the first 6 seasons almost verbatim.
Turns out they’re great to paint too. My first mural was a deconstructed Homer Simpson in
Pittsburgh PA in July 2014. I still love painting those characters in various ways. I’ve always
loved cartoons. Everyone grew up watching them, so they are easy to like, even as adults. I
think that is why my work resonates with so many people.
I love painting in my studio, where I can control the outcome and the process, and I feel very
confident in the final outcome. All my materials are there and I’m in complete control. On the
other hand, I love to be outside and to travel. Creating street art and public murals allow those
opportunities. I also like that more people get to view my work".

www.avenuedesarts.org

contact@avenuedesarts.org

A UNIQUE POP-UP SHOP
Avenue des Arts is delighted to present Matt Gondek's "CLEAN BREAK" pop-up.
A unique pop-up shopping experience during Hong Kong Art Basel week, as a preamble to the
Artist Solo exhibition in Hong Kong at the end of the year.
We will present to our visitors exclusive and limited edition releases such as brand new vinyl
figures, shaped wood prints, exclusive prints, and merchandise such as signed and numbered tshirts, sweatshirts and sticker packs. Some surprise releases also will be announced during the
week of the show.
During this week, Matt Gondek will host at the pop-up a private Art Talk to our visitors. Day
and time to be confirmed, contact us for more information.
"Clean Break" pop-up opens March 26th at 12pm and will remain open until April 1st/2018,
everyday from 11am to 6pm.

"THAT’S ALL FOLKS!" 2018

"DUCK 2" (BLACK) T-SHIRT

Matt Gondek
Print on wood, Edition of 100

Matt Gondek
Edition of 100
Signed and numbered by the artist

Courtesy of Avenue des Arts
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Matt Gondek is a Los Angeles based Pop Artist who paints Deconstructed Pop Icons.
Matt knew instinctively that he was an artist at a very early age, creating his first work of art –
a comic book – while still in elementary school. He is still painting comic book characters, but
these days, they are more often seen on the sides of buildings or hanging in a contemporary
art gallery. His first real creative job was as a digital illustrator, creating graphics for licensed
clothing for the music industry. His proficiency allowed him freedom, and eventually led to
him opening his own clothing and art boutique for one year experience.
After this experience, Matt got into his own Art path. Inspired by a big stack of Mickey Mouse
sketches he had begun for a freelance project. In one sketch Mickey’s head was exploding.
When he finished his first painting, he began another, and then another. At that moment he
had developed his signature style of painting, and a few years later is still creating the
deconstructed cartoon characters and fractured pop icons of our childhood.
Drawn to the clean lines, bright colors and accessibility of comic books, cartoons and video
games, Matt’s skill lies in his ability to replicate the clean graphic style of digital illustration
in his paintings. A self–taught artist, Matt’s creedo is “Figure it out as you go along.” Now a
successful international artist, Matt has certainly figured it out, securing large mural
commissions in Hong Kong, Guadalajara Mexico, Toronto Canada, and selling hundreds of
works in the last few years. He has had many successful gallery shows across the US as well as
Paris, Hong Kong, Singapore, and the UK. His work resides with collectors worldwide.

"DUCK 3" (WHITE) T-SHIRT

"DUCK 3" SWEATSHIRT

Matt Gondek
Edition of 100
Signed and numbered by the artist

Matt Gondek
Edition of 100
Signed and numbered by the artist
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ABOUT AVENUE DES ARTS
Avenue des Arts is a contemporary and urban art gallery founded in 2013 in Honk Kong by
French born and Parisian Dimitri Lorin. Representing some of the world's leading urban and
contemporary artists, Avenue des Arts have stablished its reputation as the go-to gallery for
collectors looking for urban art as well as experience in the successful management os street
artists on the global market place. Avenue des Arts has for mission to create a platform for
Easter and Western artists to exhibit and showcase their works both indoor and outdoor.
In June 2017, Avenue des Arts inaugurated a 6,000 sq ft new gallery in Los Angeles. Located at
the intersection of 8th street and S Los Angeles street, the gallery is in the heart of downtown
LA, a cultural and vibrant neighborhood that gathers a large number of museums and galleries
such as The Broad Museum, Moca Museum, Hauser & Wirth Gallery, amongst others.
Avenue des Arts provides also Advisory and Consultancy Services.
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